ILAB TECHNICAL COOPERATION PROJECT SUMMARY

PROJECT TITLE
FOLLOW-UP TO THE RESOLUTION ON CHILD LABOR STATISTICS ADOPTED AT THE 18TH ICLS THROUGH METHODOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION OF CHILD LABOR DATA COLLECTION

REGION/COUNTRY
Global

PROJECT DURATION
September 2009 – December 2013

FISCAL YEAR & FUNDING LEVEL
FY2009: $3,000,000

PROBLEM TO BE ADDRESSED
Several advances have been made in the area of child labor statistics in the past decade, however, much more investigative research is required for the continued development of child labor statistics, especially with regard to some of the worst forms of child labor.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
1. Provide support to national child labor surveys to strengthen national child labor statistics and build national capacity in child labor data generation.
2. Support conceptual and methodological development in two areas identified in the 18th ICLS resolution – hazardous work and unpaid household services.
3. Support research on the health effects of child labor
4. Support development of new technical guidelines for national baseline surveys
5. Support further development of child labor indicators for research, policy, and programming.

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES
- Conduct national child labor surveys (Vietnam, Ghana, and Cote d’Ivoire) & provide supplementary support to modular child labor surveys (2 countries TBD)
- Technical report on statistical concepts/definitions on WFCL other than hazardous work
- Technical guidelines on measuring hazardous unpaid household services
- Review paper on research methodologies on health impacts of child labor
- Sector specific studies on health concomitants of child labor
- Sampling manual for baseline surveys

GRANTEE
International Labor Organization’s International Program on the Elimination of Child Labor (ILO-IPEC)

CONTACT INFORMATION
Office of Child Labor, Forced Labor and Human Trafficking
(202) 693-4843